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With basysPrint’s DSI³, square pixels
with edge lengths of 11 till 20 µm (at
2400 till 1270 dpi) can be created.
You can watch the whole
imaging process on the
screen.

The protective paper
is removed automatically before the plate is
picked up.

The container of the disposal of protective paper
is hidden in the back.
The height of the plate
output table can be easily
adjusted, allowing for an
easy integration to an online developer.

The plate magazine can
hold up to 500 plates,
ready for automatic
processing.

All of the mechanical components of the
exposure head are located on a sturdy
and vibration-free ﬂat bed of cast iron.
Maximum format: 690 × 940 mm.

The energy-saving electronics are located in the base of
the UV-Setter.

The heart of the UV-Setter: The
two exposure heads containing
high output UV-lamps.
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are square and expose extremely sharp
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tees that the exact image will be replicated
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from the original file.
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exposure head technology. In contrast to
the other CtP systems, UV-Setter uses the
the other CTP systems, UV-Setter uses the
luminous power of several diodes which
luminous power of several diodes which
are installed on the outside of the exposure
are installed on the outside of the exposure
head in light modules. The light of the laser
head in light modules. The light of the laser
modules is channeled through optical ﬁbmodules is channeled through optical fibers
ers into an illumination optic. The homoginto an illumination optic. The homogenized
enized light is then directed through several
light is then directed through several

optical components towards the DMD. In
optical components towards the DMD. In
comparison to its forerunner model this
comparison to its forerunner model this
process accelerates the exposure time more
process accelerates the exposure time more
than twice. Performance capability can enthan twice. Performance capability can enhanced on site at any later time. The formuhanced on site at any later time. The formula
la could hardly be simpler: The more light
could hardly be simpler: The more light
modules you install, the faster the exposure.
modules you install, the faster the exposure.
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basysPrint, a division of Punch Graphix, is the inventor of UV-CtP and has been oﬀering internationally proven systems for the digital
exposure of conventional UV printing plates for more than 10 years. These systems are characterised by a high level of economic
eﬃciency for print companies of all sizes. Through the use of UV-sensitive plates, users are able to beneﬁt from a stable and environmentfriendly production process delivering ultimate imaging quality. Detailed information is to be found at www.basysprint.com

Technical data

Series F

690 × 940 [27 × 37]

Minimum material format in mm [in inch]

324 × 450 [12 × 17]

Exposes UV-sensitive oﬀset printing plates

■

Flatbed system with vacuum table

■

Variable register system configuration, 3 pin stop system

■

Integrated punch
DSI³

Semi-automatic plate handling system
Fully automatic cassette system/number of cassettes/automatic slip sheet removal
Maximum plate capacity of the automation
Wave length

■
■/1/■
500
405

Resolution in dpi

1270, 1500, 2400

FM screening possible
Material thickness in mm
Dimensions (W × D × H) in mm [in inch]
Operating temperature in °C [in °F]

■
0.2–0.6
4230 × 2110 × 1760 [166 × 83 × 69]
18–24 [65–75]

Relative humidity in %

20–80, not condensing

Connected load in kW

5.5/6.5

Electrical connection

3 × 400 V, 3 Ph, N, PE, 50/60 Hz, 3 × 16 A

■ = standard
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Maximum material format in mm [in inch]

Exposure System

No parts of this brochure may be reproduced, copied, adapted, translated or transmitted
in any form or by any means, without prior written permission from Punch Graphix. The
material in this brochure is for informational purposes only and is subject to change without prior notice. No responsibility or liability is assumed by Punch Graphix for any errors,
which may appear in this brochure. All trademarks are property of their respective owners. ©05/2008 Punch Graphix International n.v., exposed with basysPrint UV-Setter

About basysPrint

= optional – = not available

Your partner:

MacDermid
Printing
Solutions
• Tel.:GmbH
+44 (0)
1942+49
501(0)3
00088
• Fax:
+44 •(0)
1942
Punch Graphix
Prepress
Germany
• Tel.:
47 99-0
Fax:
+49501
(0)3110
88 47 99-801
www.macdermid.com/newspaperplates
• Cale Lane • New Springs
• Wigan
1JR • Boizenburg
UK
www.basysprint.com • info.basysprint@punchgraphix.com
• Gülzer
Strasse• WN2
15 • 19258
• Germany
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